The Sanders Agency Initiates Charity Drive to Provide Assistance to Abilene Man Struggling to Recover from Motorcycle Crash

The Sanders Agency, a family owned insurance firm that serves communities in and around Abilene, Texas, is launching a fundraising drive to help provide assistance to Christopher Bruton, a local man who was seriously injured after a motorcycle crash.

Abilene, TX (PRWEB) February 16, 2016 -- The Sanders Agency, an Abilene-based insurance provider with family and business clients throughout central Texas, is initiating a grassroots charity effort to help raise funds that will be used to provide medical assistance to Christopher Bruton, a local man who suffered multiple severe injuries during a recent motorcycle crash.

As a result of the crash, Bruton broke both major bones and severed the main artery in one leg. After being stabilized, it was also clear that Bruton had suffered a major concussion, endured several broken ribs, and had multiple third degree burns across his body. At present, Bruton has had four surgeries and is struggling to overcome a dangerous infection in his shattered leg.

“It’s important that everyone in our community stands together and offers help to those in need, and right now, Christopher greatly needs our help,” says Rondall Sanders, founder and manager of the Sanders Agency.

To publicize the charity even, Sanders and his team are constructing a social media presence and launching an email campaign directed toward community leaders in nearby areas. As well, the Sanders Agency will produce a full sized feature of the Christopher Bruton charity drive in the next issue of “Our Hometown,” the agency’s monthly online magazine: http://thesandersagency.com/Our-Hometown-Magazine_46.

In addition to assisting Bruton in overcoming his tragic injuries, the Sanders Agency has committed to a long term community improvement program that will involve choosing and working with a new Texas-based charity every 60 days.

Readers who want to assist the Sanders Agency during the Christopher Bruton charity event are invited to visit the following page and make a personal donation: http://thesandersagency.com/Helping-Christopher-After-A-Motorcycle-Accident_7_community_cause. Readers interested in finding out which Texas charities the Sanders Agency will work with next are invited to the firm’s Community Causes page: http://thesandersagency.com/Helping-Christopher-After-A-Motorcycle-Accident_7_community_cause.

About the Sanders Agency

As a longtime resident of the Abilene community, Rondall Sanders has built strong relationships with many local families. A knowledge and understanding of the people in Abilene has allowed the Sanders Agency to provide hundreds of local families and businesses with an outstanding level of service. The Sanders team is dedicated to helping families like yours protect the things that are important - your family, home, car and more. The Sanders Agency can also help you prepare a strategy to achieve your financial goals. To speak with a helpful representative from the Sanders Agency, visit http://thesandersagency.com/ or call (325) 675-5989.
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